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RULES FLIGHT MURDER MYSTERY GAME

You are about to play Europe’s most fun Murder Mystery Game: Flight
Murder. During flight FM 7700 from Singapore to Sydney, Captain Dick van
Bill is murdered. The perpetrator has to be one of the crew members or
passengers. Air-Marshall Hector Lector immediately starts a murder
investigation. You won’t believe what happens next…

How is Flight Murder played?

• 		 The Flight Murder Mystery Game has a written script with ten
suspects. All players can play at least one of these characters, no
matter what size your group is;
• 		 In case a group consists of less than ten persons, for example eight,
two players will have to play two characters (double parts);
• 		 In groups consisting of more than ten persons, for example 12, two
parts (characters) will have to be “shared”, so two persons play one
character together (shared parts);
• 		 The game is split up into three rounds. This means there always are 30
moments where a player takes the spotlights. Please note that this is
always optional. It’s no problem if a player feels more comfortable just
watching instead of playing.

How do we cast the parts?

• 		 Let’s say your party consists of 15 people. You then cast ten players for
ten parts. This means you’re left with five players without parts. You can
cast those five persons for any five of the parts. They will play their
character together with another player who was cast for the same part
(shared part). Basically, it’s just the same as it is in musicals, where
different actors play the same part. Only this time, you will see different
actors during one performance. For as we already explained, there are
three playing rounds.
• 		 Double parts only occur when your party consists of eight or nine
people. In that case, respectively two or one player(s) will play two
parts. They will have to choose an outfit for one of their two characters,
or have to keep changing quickly during the game.

Can we dress up in style?

• 		 Yes, you can dress up in style with your character, but this is never

mandatory. The Invitation to Flight Murder contains extensive
descriptions of the characters and their looks and clothing
suggestions.
• 		 Please note that there are no costumes or accessories at the location
of the game. Players will have to provide for this themselves. But then,
this will only enhance excitement beforehand.

Invitation Flight Murder Mystery Game

• 		 Along with this document, we sent you the document Invitation to
Flight Murder Mystery Game. You can use this document to invite
your guests to the Mystery Game in a playful way.
• 		 When you open the PDF file, a plane ticket will appear on your screen.
This ticket has severa fields to be completed. The idea is that each
player receives their own ticket. Some fields are the same for all players:
date, boarding and departure time (start of the game) and the data
of the location.
• 		 Off course, all player’s names are different, as are the names of the
characters you cast them for.
Completing the plane ticket is very easy:
Fill in: (name player) 			
Here you fill in the guest’s real name.
							For example John Doe.
Choose character player 			
Here you fill in the name of the
							chosen character. If you click on
							
the arrow a list of names will appear.
							You can then select a name.
Instructions and casting 			
By clicking this, you can check how
							the casting should be done.
Crew and passengers 				
Here, you’ll find pictures and
							extensive descriptions of all
							characters.
In this way you fill in a plane ticket/ invitation for every guest. After this you
have three options of sending them:
1.
“Save as” on your computer and then e-mail as an attachment to the
players;
2.
Send the document directly from Acrobat Reader with your e-mail
programme (file, send);
3.
Print the tickets and hand them out or mail them by snail mail.

Whodunnit?

In some Murder Mystery Games the players playing the perpetrator know
from the start that they are the killer. This creates a suspicious atmosphere,
but denies these players the chance to investigate the murder. That’s why in
Flight Murder the perpetrator is kept a secret to everybody, even to those
playing the part of the actual killer. This way the game is thrilling for
everybody until the very end.

What can we expect from Flight Murder?

To sum it up:
• 		 Flight Murder offers a lot of excitement beforehand in the casting of
the parts and the possibility of dressing up;
• 		 The game itself is conducted and presented by a skillful game host.
They will ensure the game rounds and the courses of your Dinner are
coordinated;
• 		 At the start of the game all players receive a booklet containing the
script. This book is executed in an ingenious and very funny way;
• 		 The whole game is supported and completed by a professional audio
production, containing voice overs, quotations, exclusive music and
sound effects;
• 		 The duration of the Mystery Game, depending on the size of your party
and playing speed, varies from two and a halve to three hours. This
includes the ‘eating moments’ and breaks, but not an optional
gathering beforehand or afterwards.
Questions
Hopefully the rules and possibilities of Flight Murder Mystery Game are clear
to you now. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us
through: sales@dinerspel.nl. For now, we wish you an exciting and fun
flight!
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